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How far can our imagination can 

go ? Is it possible to break the 

suspension of disbelieve and might 

think that the story could be real ? 

Finding again a gate of imagination, 

breaking frontiers between the story 

and us. Finding again a faith in 

poetic fiction in a world where 

imagination is killed by a whole-

numeric world. Creating as a 

storyteller an aesthetic of doubt 

But, after two years of academic 

research for University Paris 8 about

the influence of the numeric world 

on storytelling practice, I finally 

conclude thank to the researcher 

Suzy Platiel, that we are unable to 

dream in internet environment

 because of informative images abondance. So how could we believe that stories are true, if we are 

already disconnected from imagination? 

To answer it, I decided to study an 

artwork based on the aesthetic of 

doubt, the SCP Foundation. Its an 

anonymous collaborative collection 

of scary novels built on a common 

pitch: imagine a secret society who 

protects earth from every paranormal

manifestation. 



I was just impressed when I discovered that SCP foundation count now more than

1500 novels, a pure collective imagination work which emerged on Internet a 

place where imagination was supposed to be locked up. 

Numerous reasons

explain SCP

foundation success,

and one of them is

fear desire. On his

book Changing focus,

art an attention at

internet ages, research

Sven Birkets explain

two things. First, the internet didn’t erase our fear of the unknown but aroused thanks to an infinite 

flow of contradictory informations 

Then,  that  fiction’s  roles  to  put  an  image  on  a  faceless

feeling  of  incomprehension.  People  followed  SCP

Foundation  because  they  prefered  to  be  frightened  by a

secret society, than living with an inner skin anxiety facing

a collapsing world. They blurred reality, experiment primal

fear,  to  better  understand  their  feelings.  



And as far as I remember I never saw storytelling trying to blur reality to experiment a pure fear 

that reactivate imagination.

Maybe we should create something between reality and fiction, become something between reality

and fiction. 

Not looking for a safe space, but building a landmark less dangerous zone.Which mean quoting 

every element that reassured spectators and learn how to break it.

Furthermore we might should as storytellers do not tell everything but only a shard of half-real

fiction and let fear, doubt, fascination, lead to a new form of imagination. 
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